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THE

Kilopi D.A.O
Invole, Govern, Earn, Shape
Kilopi Team is developing a web3 D.A.O dApp where the community can propose and
vote for the development of the Kilopi Project’s ecosystem.
Kilopi D.A.O is a place where the community shapes the Kilopi Project’s dynamics by
involving the development progress with their proposals and votes. Kilopi [LOP]
tokens and Harmony blockchain are the key assets which will record/archive the
necessary data and make the system sustainable.

https://kilopi.net
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DISCLAIMER
The information in this White Paper is subject to change or update and should not be
construed as a commitment, promise or guarantee by Kilopi or any other individual or
organisation mentioned in this white paper relating to the future availability of services
related to the use of the tokens or to their future performance or value.
The document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities. It does
not constitute or form part of and should not be construed as any offer for sale or
subscription of or any invitation to buy or subscribe for any securities not should it or any
part of it form the basis of or be relied upon in any connection with any contract or
commitment whatsoever. Kilopi expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct
or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from
reliance on any information contained in the white paper, any error, omission or inaccuracy
in any such information or any action resulting therefrom.
This is not a recommendation to buy or financial advice, It is strictly informational. Do not
trade or invest in any tokens, companies or entities based solely upon this information. Any
investment involves substantial risks, including, but not limited to, pricing volatility,
inadequate liquidity, and the potential complete loss of principal. Investors should conduct
independent due diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax
experts, on topics discussed in this document and develop a standalone judgment of the
relevant markets prior to making any investment decision.
We have prepared all information herein from sources we believe to be accurate and
reliable. However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind –
whether expressed or implied. All market prices, data and other information are not
warranted as to completeness or accuracy, are based upon selected public market data,
reflect prevailing conditions, and our view as of this date, all of which are accordingly
subject to change without notice. The graphs, charts and other visual aids are provided for
informational purposes only. None of these graphs, charts or visual aids can and of
themselves be used to make investment decisions. No representation is made that these
will assist any person in making investment decisions and no graph, chart or other visual
aid can capture all factors and variables required in making such decisions.
The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate by reference,
forward-looking statements, which would include any statements that are not statements
of historical fact. No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such
forward-looking statements. Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this
document are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon certain assumptions.
These forward-looking statements may turn out to be wrong and can be affected by
inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors,
most of which are beyond control. It can be expected that some or all of such forwardlooking assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results.
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1
Executive Summary
Kilopi D.A.O is a very simple forum-alike dApp where the community can propose
and vote for anything regarding the Kilopi Project’s ecosystem development.
The vision of the Kilopi team for the main Kilopi D.A.O is to create a decentralized,
fully community driven, sustainable consensus system where the community is the
real owner of the project and the developers develop the project with enjoy and
reasonable benefits without getting disturbed by a central authority.
In the current and previous organization structures in all the industries around the
world ( centralized or decentralized ), there are many problems which are making
the structures unsustainable and/or injustice. Kilopi D.A.O is working to solve these
problems by adding some small additional functionalities to the D.A.O dApp.

1.1
A Community Based D.A.O
At Kilopi D.A.O, community is the real owner of the project. Community discusses,
proposes, votes and the developers proceed with the results.

1.2
The D.A.O and the Blockchain
Kilopi D.A.O structure gets built on the top of the harmony blockchain and the usage
of the D.A.O dApps is being handled by web3 technology. This way, all the important
data gets recorded on harmony blockchain and the community can review all the
past progress easily with being sure there were no changes on what happened
before.
Blockchain technology provides to build sustainable ways for D.A.O structures and
Kilopi team is working to benefit from it fairly.

https://kilopi.net
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1.3
What is LOP token and what is it used for
LOP token is the main and only crypto asset for the Kilopi D.A.O. LOP token is alive
on harmony blockchain and can be traded on defirand defi platform of harmony
ecosystem.

LOP token has many utilities. Kilopi team is developing many dAPPs and
communities for LOP token.

For the D.A.O;
LOP token is used for creating proposals about the Kilopi Ecosystem ( Proposals
require small amount of LOP tokens to avoid flooding in the system )
LOP token is used for voting for the proposals ( Voting requires small amount of
LOP tokens to avoid fake votes in the system )
LOP token is used as reward for those who propose/comment with a good
explanation and contribute to the ecosystem in a positive way.

1.4
What is the future plan for the Ecosystem
Once the Kilopi D.A.O gets built and starts to work perfectly, Kilopi team will focus
on building new sustainable systems and dApps for the Kilopi ecosystem.
Kilopi team has already started to build new ecosystem elements. Some of them
can be reviewed on the website. Other than these shown ones, there are many ongoing meetings for different types of real-world companies to make partnerships
and develop new sustainable dApps for different industries. For example; Kilopi
team has already agreed with an engineering company which is producing
automatic engineering calculations and wants to expand their structure to the
blockchain technology.
As a summary, Kilopi team will continue developing new ecosystem elements
according to the D.A.O decisions and according to the real-world partnerships.

https://kilopi.net
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1.5
Challenges and Risks
There are many challenges and risks for both the developer team ( Kilopi ) and the
community ( Investors or traders )
Challenges and risks of the developer team:
In the current era of the blockchain, digital assets and web3 industry, there are
many hacking attemps happening. Although developer team tries to be very careful
and sensitive about the development and progress of the D.A.O, there may be
unseen erros/mistakes/lacks which may lead the project to gets hacked. Developer
team promises to take care of everything regarding the algorithm, coding and
backing but can not guarantee a progress with zero hacks and errors.
In the current era of the blockchain, digital assets and web3 industry, competitor
count is extremely high. Advertising the project to the correct people is a hard task
to accomplish. Developer team promises to use every assets of theirs to reach out
the correct people to populate the ecosystem community but can not guarantee to
have a %100 successful results.
Challenges and risks of the community:
Since the web3 technology is still new and developing, it is open to make mistakes
while using it. Community should always be very careful, always read the details of
the transactions before accepting, always need to try the new things with a very
small amount of tokens/coins to be sure everything is working correct. Developer
team promises to supply all the necessary tutorials to protect the community to get
damaged in any way but can not guarantee to be able to secure all the community
steps to be safe all the time.

2
History
Kilopi team has experience in creating gaming ecosystems. Back in 2000s, team had
created many gaming ecosystems in different kinds of games like Ultima Online
which are mmorpgs and mmortss.
While creating and managing the gaming systems, Kilopi team realized the
importance of the organization structure and the decentalization of the databases.
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After getting many hacks, Ddos attacks, centalized manipulations etc, Kilopi team
had decided to take the projects to idle mode until the solutions found.
Around 2017, after learning bitcoin and blockchain technology, Kilopi team has
decided to resume some of the projects by migrating them into the blockchain
technology.
It took years to understand, test and decide what exactly to do to migrate the
projects into the blockchain technology. After struggling about the fees, speed etc
problems and having experience about building dApps, Kilopi team has decided to
migrate the projects into the harmony blockchain.

3
The D.A.O Structure
The structure of D.A.O consists of 3 main elements. Kilopi team, contributors and
community.
Kilopi team
The main role of the Kilopi team is to make the D.A.O %100 decentralized and %100
sustainable in time, means that Kilopi team’s main job is to decrease the team’s
authority to zero while being sure that the system is working safe.
Contributes
Contributors are the people who involve to the project by handling some of the work
or by investing. The works are decided by the D.A.O decisions and the contributors
are able to choose and proceed with the certain work. Then receive their rewards as
LOP tokens.
Community
Community is the real owner of the Kilopi D.A.O. They propose and they vote for the
proposals. By finalizing the proposals, community makes decisions for the Kilopi
ecosystem. Then the main team and the contributors can proceed with the results of
the D.A.O decisions and make progress in the project in the direction of the
community decisions.

https://kilopi.net
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3.1
Mission
Kilopi team’s main mission is to build a unique D.A.O system where the community
is the real owner by decreasing the role of the Kilopi team’s and increasing the
community’s in time. By doing this, Kilopi team will build a real sustainable
ecosystem that can work without any centralized authority’s self benefits.
Kilopi team has experienced before and is sure that the health of the organization is
the main key to produce sustainable ecosystem elements. So, using the blockchain
and web3 technology, the Kilopi D.A.O dApp will be one of the most simple and fair
organization management structure.

3.2
Overview
Kilopi D.A.O structure is a factory where the community, main team and the
contributors work together to build sustainable ecosystem elements like games,
management apps, technological solutions etc.

3.3
Proposals
Proposals are the key topics at Kilopi D.A.O. They are the main ideas from the
community which may shape the Kilopi ecosystem if approved.
At Kilopi D.A.O, to make a proposal, user needs to explain it as clear as he can with
the problem-solution or reason-result etc. style. Being clear in the explanation is
essential to make it understandable for both community and main team. Proposals
can be about anyhing regarding the Kilopi ecosystem.

https://kilopi.net
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3.4
Votes
Votes are the second steps of the proposals. After a user creates a proposal,
community can vote for that proposal in a positive or negative way.
In a traditional proposal-voting system, community can vote for the proposals with
one click and the result of the proposal gets finalized by counting the positive and
negative votes.
At Kilopi D.A.O, community can vote for the proposals either with one click or with
inserting a comment.

3.5
Comments
If a user inserts a comment to a proposal while voting for it, the vote count for that
comment is more powerful than a regular vote. The power of the vote with the
comment depends on the comment’s quality of explanation.

3.6
Approvals
In the early phases of Kilopi D.A.O, once a user creates a proposal and the
community votes for it, the proposal waits for its final decision from the Kilopi team.
Kilopi team is responsible to review the proposal, votes and comments very very
carefully before putting an approval or decline to the proposal.
In the later phases of Kilopi D.A.O, Kilopi team will not involve the final decision.
After the proposal creation and votes, the final decision will be made by the D.A.O
automatically in a safe and logical way.
When Kilopi team approves a proposal, the team should insert the necessary
explanation why the proposal is getting approved.
After the approvals, main team, developers and contributors will need to follow the
decision to make it happen in the ecosystem.

https://kilopi.net
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3.7
Declines
When Kilopi team declines a proposal, the team should insert the necessary
explanation why the proposal is getting declined in detail.
The declined proposals will always stay in the archive to review and re-consider in
time.

3.8
Progress
After the approval of a proposal, necessary action should be taken by the
contributors, developers and the main team. Main team is the main responsible for
the action that should be taken after a proposal approval.
The progress that should be taken after an approval of a proposal, should be proven
by insterting the progress information/links etc. under the regarding proposal in the
D.A.O structure. So, the community can follow up the progress in a transparent and
fair way.

4
Roadmap
Kilopi ecosystem has a basic, draft roadmap which the team is working to follow up.
After the release of the D.A.O, the road will be shaped by the community and the
developer team will need to follow up the D.A.O decisions.
The draft roadmap consists of 3 years as for now;
2022:
Idea development, meetings and research of the D.A.O structures
2023:
D.A.O release, building a solid community and growing the ecosystem with new
dApps and ideas
2024 and further:
D.A.O decisions will shape the future of the ecosystem.

https://kilopi.net
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4.1
Previous Milestones
Kilopi team has experience at creating game ecosystems, already has a token and
already created dAPPs before.
Kilopi team created 2 online game ecosystems back in the 2000s and they were
alive for 3 years. The reason of those games’ closures were the centralized
databases. This was a very important experience for Kilopi team. Blockchain and
web3 technology brought back the team together and motivated to create a better
organized games and ecosystems.
Kilopi team has created LOP token 1 year ago on tron blockchain and already
created 2 dAPPs, 1 is governance and 1 is staking. Now, Kilopi team is on the
progress to migrate these dAPPs from tron to harmony.
Meanwhile, Kilopi team has already tested the harmony devnet and mainnet
together with the basic core of some dApps.
Now it is time to build.

4.2
Future Milestones
The most important future milestone is the release of the Kilopi D.A.O dApp.
After this release, the project will be %100 in control of the community. D.A.O
decisions will shape the project’s future.
Besides the D.A.O decisions, Kilopi team will continue adding more ecosystem
elements as sustainable dApps continuously to the project.

https://kilopi.net
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5
Economy
The D.A.O structure economy consists of 4 main parts;
Proposals
Proposals require a small amount of LOP tokens to avoid flooding and trolling.
Votes
Votes require a small amount of LOP tokens to avoid flooding and trolling.
Approvals and Declines
Following the approvals or declines, good comments and the good proposals
receive LOP tokens as reward.
Progress
Following the approvals, the people ( developers, contributers or the Kilopi team )
who proceed with the necessary actions, receives LOP tokens as reward.

5.1
Tokenomics
Current tokenomics plan is listed below. Please be aware that this plan may have
small changes according to the community’s moves, D.A.O decisions and the needs
of the projects under the Kilopi D.A.O.
Total supply of LOP token: 50 000 000 000
Yearly infilation ( new tokens only will be minted via staking dAPP ): %3
LOP token official address on harmony chain:
0x1791c97603b4695f53A4f1c02ca0efB74C44b310
The rough tokenomics plan:
Team: %10
Marketing: %10
Liquidity: %10
Airdrops: %10
Play-to-earn: %30
D.A.O systems: %30

https://kilopi.net
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5.2
Project Financing
There were no private or public sales of LOP token. This looks good from outside but
inside, this is one of the reasons some projects fail in time. So, the project needs
financial support.
Kilopi team has calculated the full cost of the development including every single
work until the release of the full version of the D.A.O structure. 10 000 dollars is
more than enough to accomplish this task.
While development of the D.A.O resumes slowly, the team is searching and
evaluating the opportunities to raise the needed funds in time.

Kilopi team is building the community with real life connections and with youtube
followers to have a basic, strong community who can help the progress with small
amount of investments. Also, Kilopi team is getting prepared to apply for grants on
harmony blockchain and building a liquidity pool on harmony’s defi dAPPs like
defira.

6
Technology
Blockchain technology is used to record ownership, statistics and allow owners to
transfer/sell/use them without restriction.
LOP token and the D.A.O dApp will be integrated to harmony blockchain. Together
with web3 technology, the D.A.O will have “user interface” to manipulate the data on
harmony blockchain and make it usable.
Why we choose harmony blockchain ?
Kilopi team has been searching nearly all popular blockchains out there in the
industry. Even there are many good blockchains, none of them is serving enough
features ( speed, scalibility, compability with solidity and evm, fees, documentation
etc.) which the Kilopi team can build its ecosystem on. Kilopi team has decided to
proceed with harmony blockchain after making searches around 1 year.

https://kilopi.net
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6.1
Future and Updates
The future of the Kilopi ecosystem will be mainly decided by the D.A.O decisions.
Besides the D.A.O, Kilopi team will resume developing the ecosystem with new
sustainable dApps like games, defi protocols etc.

7
Team
The core of the team consists of 2 people. 1- Founder 2- CFO
Other than the core team, Kilopi has some partners and a large community who are
helping the project in their free times.
Founder
Name: Cem Tosun
Founder of the Kilopi ecosystem. A civil engineer and entrepreneur who has
experience in creating game ecosystems, writing the necessary codes and
managing the teams.
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/cem-tosun-45979871/
CFO
Name: Eren Bahadır
CFO of the Kilopi ecosystem. A young economist and entrepreneur who has deep
knowledge in economy and blockchain.
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/eren-bahad%C4%B1r-502840225/

8
Conclusion
Kilopi team is developing a unique D.A.O structure where community will be able to
shape the project’s future, without doubting about a centralized authority or security
( losing the data )
On this road, there will be lots of discussions, events, fun, knowledge development
and more.
Please join the adventure and have the experience together with a good community.
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